London, UK

**Project Architect Opportunities**

Anouska Hempel Design has an unrivalled reputation for luxury architecture and interiors worldwide. We pride ourselves on our diverse portfolio; designing the most exquisite houses to boutique hotels, reinvigorating stately homes to landscaping the smallest rooftop gardens.

We are looking for experienced, qualified Project Architects to lead on a number of our worldwide, high-end residential and hospitality projects. You will be managing small teams and dealing directly with high profile clients.

Successful candidates will need to have a flexible, conceptual as well as practical approach to design. This must be allied with fluent written, visual and oral communication skills in order to convey ideas to clients and the wider team. Strong hand drawing ability is vital but candidates should also be fully conversant in AutoCAD, Sketch-Up and Adobe Photoshop.

Proven experience of leading and completing projects on time and on budget is a must, as is a passion for Interior projects. Site experience will make up a major part of the role, therefore, a deep knowledge of UK statutory and regulatory requirements is essential.

Candidates must be driven, career focussed and come with a 'can do' attitude. This is an opportunity to join Anouska Hempel Design at an exciting time and help shape the business for the future. International travel will be required.

Please email a covering letter noting your salary expectations with a CV and no more than four pages of A4 examples of your work, in one PDF to: recruitment@anouskahempeldesign.com

Anouska Hempel Design is an equal opportunities employer.